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Abstract
The role of genetic
polymorphisms
in modulating
susceptibility
to carcinogenic
exposures
has been well
explored
for tobacco-related
neoplasms
but not for other
neoplasms
including
gliomas.
It is relevant
to explore
these
polymorphisms
because
certain
carcinogenic
exposures
such as nitrosamines
are implicated
in the risk
of gliomas.
We therefore
conducted
a pilot case-control
study
to examine
the role of polymorphisms
in GSTMI,
GSTTJ, NAT2 (rapid, intermediate,
and slow acetylation),
and CYPJAJ
and risk of glioma.
Ninety
patients
diagnosed
with glioma
were ascertained
as part of an
ongoing
genetic
epidemiological
study and were age,
gender,
and race matched
with 90 healthy
controls.
We
used PCR based
methodology
to determine
the
prevalence
of the above
genetic
polymorphisms
using
sequences
and PCR conditions
directly
adapted
from
studies
reported
previously.
We calculated
univariate
odds ratios and performed
multiple
logistic
regression
to
assess
interactions
between
polymorphisms.
We found
no
statistically
significant
associations
between
the null
genotypes
GSTMJ
and GS7TJ,
and CYPJAJ
and risk
of gliomas.
However,
there was an intriguing
pattern
with
NAT2
acetylation
status
(odds ratios,
1.81, 1.34, and O.6i
rapid,
intermediate,
and slow acetylation,
respectively;
P
0.10 for trend).
It is unlikely
that any
single
polymorphism
is sufficiently
predictive
of risk, and
panel of markers
integrated
with epidemiological
data
should
be conducted
on a large number
of study subjects
to fully understand
the role of genetic
polymorphisms
and brain
tumor
risk.
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Introduction
Most cancers
arise from gene-environment
interactions
where
susceptible
individuals
develop
cancer
after exposure
to toxic
or mutagenic
environmental
agents.
Intracranial
implantation
of
polycyclic
aromatic
hydrocarbons,
combustion-derived
chemicals and nitroso
compounds,
and dietary
nitrosamines
and
occupational
exposures
to various
chemicals
are also associated
with brain tumors
(1-3).
These
substances
are usually
metabolized
by enzymes
that respond
to environmental
challenges,
such as CYP,3 GST, and NAT.
If an individual
is unable
to
detoxify
these xenobiotic
toxins because
of an altered
expression of these enzymes,
cancer
risk may be increased.
Interactions of environmental
factors and genetic
variants
of GSTT and
GSTM
and the CYP enzyme
CYP2D6
may be important
risk
factors
for brain tumors
(1, 4-8).
GSTMI
and GS7TI
are involved
in metabolizing
a wide
range
of xenobiotics,
including
environmental
carcinogens,
chemotherapeutic
agents,
and reactive
oxygen
species
(9-14).
GST deficiencies
may result from a somatic
or inherited
mutation, which can lead to tumor formation
(12). If an individual
has inherited
the homozygous
form of the null polymorphisms
of the GSTMJ
or GS17’l gene, they are less able to conjugate
and detoxify
specific
substrate
intermediates
(12). Absent
or
deficient
GST enzyme
activity
may result in poorer elimination
of electrophilic
carcinogens,
particularly
in the presence
of
phase I enzymes
such as the CYP enzymes.
The frequency
of
a homozygous
deletion
in the GSTMI
genotype
ranges
from
38-67%
in Caucasians,
from 33-63%
in East Asians,
and from
22-35%
in African-Americans
(12). Approximately
20% of
Caucasians
have the GS17’1 null genotype,
but the frequency
in
African
and Asian populations
may be more similar
to GSTMJ.
The estimates
for GSJ7’l
were derived
from control
populations
of case-control
studies
(12).
Another
putative
risk factor
is the Va//Va!
homozygous
genotype
of the CYPJA]
gene, a CYP enzyme,
which codes for
aryl hydrocarbon
hydroxylase.
The population
prevalence
of
this genotype
has been estimated
at 2-5%
(15, 16). Aryl hydrocarbon
hydrolase
is involved
in the biotransformation
of
polycyclic
aromatic
hydrocarbons
into reactive
diol epoxide
metabolites
with carcinogenic
potential
(17).
Mutations
in the NAT2
isoenzyme,
which
is found
in
34-78%
of the general
population,
are also thought
to increase
the risk of cancer.
NAT2
metabolizes
primary
aromatic
amines
and hydrazine
groups
and some drugs (isoniazid,
sulfonamides,
and caffeine),
dyes, pesticides,
and cooking-generated
carcinogens (18-20).
NAT2
mutations
have thus been associated
with
increased
drug toxicity
and an elevated
risk of developing
certain
cancers
(21).
Few studies
have investigated
the potential
relationships

The abbreviations
used are: CYP, cytochrome
P450;
ferase;
GS77’ and GSTM,
GST 0 and p.s, respectively;
Cl, confidence
interval;
OR, odds ratio.
3

GST,
NAT,

glutathione-S-transN-acetyltransferase;
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Table

I

Genetic

Univariate

analysi

Polymorphisms

s of genetic

and

polymorphisms

Cases

in cases

controls

%

n

95%

%

NAT2

Null

47

52.2

Present

43

47.8

51

43.3

1.43

25

27.8

27

30.0

65

72.2

63

70.0

0.90

0.47-1.43

1.64

0.85-3.16

of genetic
OR”

risk

and

risk

95%

of glioma

CI

P

Adjusted

wt/mut
by age.

+ mutfmut
sex,

1 .64

0.84-3. 17

0.14

0.87

0.45-1.67

0.67

1.39

0.77-2.52

0.28

1.47

0.66-3.24

0.35

and ethnicity.

2

Rapid
Slow

or intermediate
acetylator

69

76.7

60

66.7

21

23.3

30

33.3

wi/mut

+

mut/mut

wt/wt
wild

type;

mut,

18

20.0

13

14.4

72

80.0

77

85.6

1.48

0.68-3.2

mutant.

between
genetic
polymorphisms
and brain tumor risk (4, 7, 8).
Therefore,
we performed
this pilot study of the role of GSTMJ,
GS17’l,
NA72,
and CYPIAJ
polymorphisms
as risk factors
for
gliomas.
Materials

rapid,

intermediate,
and slow acetylation
of NAT2,
with ORs of
and 0.61, respectively
(P
0.10
for trend).
We
included
all of the genetic
polymorphisms
studied
in the multiple logistic
model,
controlling
for age, ethnicity,
and gender
(Table 2). When we included
all of the markers
into the multivariate
model,
we found
evidence
of a synergistic
effect
between
rapid
and intermediate
acetylation
and GS7.7’l
null
genotype
(OR, 7.16; P = 0.04). This risk estimate,
however,
is
based on small numbers:
only 2 cases and 10 controls
were both
GS17’l null and intermediate/rapid
acetylators.
1.81,

CYP1AI”

wt,

null

CYP1A1
‘,

Present

analysis

null

GSTM1

0.79-2.57

56.7

Null

Multivariate
polymorphism

acetylator

GSTI’I

GSTFI

‘,

2

CI

I
39

NAT

Table
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n

and

Controls

Genotype

GSTM

Gliomas

and

Methods

Patients.
The 90 cases included
in this study were diagnosed
at The University
of Texas
M. D. Anderson
Cancer
Center
during the years 1991 and 1994 with a histologically
confirmed
glioma:
49 had glioblastoma
multiforme
(high grade);
34 had
anaplastic
astrocytoma
(medium
grade);
and 7 had a low-grade
glioma.
The patients,
53 men and 37 women,
averaged
43.2
years at diagnosis,
and 87% were non-Hispanic
whites,
13%
were African-American,
and 4% were Hispanic.
We obtained
blood samples
from the patients
when they initially
registered
at M. D. Anderson
and prior to treatment.
These
glioma
cases
were a subset
of unselected
patients
participating
in a larger
ongoing
family study. We frequency
matched
the cases with 90
healthy
individuals
who were blood donors at the M. D. Anderson blood bank or at work-site
blood drives
by sex, age (±5
years),
and race.
Laboratory
Methods.
DNA was extracted
from the patient’s
sera and from fresh blood of the controls
with a commercially
available
kit (Qiagen,
Chatsworth,
CA). We used 50-100
ng of
DNA
for PCR with custom-synthesized
primers
(Genosys,
Kingwood,
TX). PCR and restriction
enzyme
digestions
were
performed
as reported
previously
for the primers
for GSTMJ
(9), GS17’l-l
(14),
NAT2
(20), and exon 7 of CYPJAJ
(21).
f3-Globin
was coamp[ified
as an internal
positive
control
for the
GSTMJ
and GSTTJ
reactions.
We ensured
reproducibility
by
performing
duplicate
reactions
on all samples.
Statistical
Methods.
For statistical
analysis,
we computed
univariate
ORs and 95% CIs and assessed
interactions
between
polymorphisms
by multivariate
logistic
regression
(adjusted
for
age, gender,
and ethnicity).
Because
the number
of subjects
with rapid acetylator
genotypes
was small, we combined
rapid
and intermediate
acetylators
into one group for the multivariate
analyses
and assigned
the slow
acetylators
as the referent
group.

1.34,

Discussion
Elexpuru-Camiruaga
et a!. (4) reported
on a case-control
study
of 109 astrocytoma
patients
and 577 controls
who were GS17’l
null had a 2.7-fold
risk of cancer;
however,
we could
not
confirm
these findings.
Interestingly,
in their study, only 18.4%
of the controls
exhibited
the GS17’l null genotype,
considerably
less than the 30% found in our study and the 38% rate reported
in the literature
( 12). Elexpuru-Camiruaga
et al. (4) had more
than 500 control
subjects,
and possibly
their estimate
is more
stable,
or this British
population
does not possess
the higher
risk allele. The prevalence
of the GSTMJ
reported
in the control
population
(54.6%)
of this same study was more similar
to ours
(43.4%).
The study by Wiencke
et a!. (7) reported
a similar
proportion
of the controls
with the null genotype
(50%).
The relationship
between
acetylation
and susceptibility
to
glioma
is also unclear.
Our study showed
a nonsignificant
trend
in rapid (OR, 1.81), intermediate
(OR,
1.34), and slow (OR,
0.61)
acetylator
forms ofthe NAT2
polymorphism
similar
to the
colon cancer
studies
(22). On the other hand, the slow acetylator phenotype
has been associated
with increased
susceptibility in studies
of occupational
bladder
cancer
(22).
Although
the gene-gene
interaction
is based on very few
subjects
and must be interpreted
with utmost
caution,
there is
biological
plausibility
for synergism
between
the two risk genotypes.
Chance
is the most likely explanation
for the observed
interaction
between
GS17’l
and NAT2
fast acetylator,
especially
because
the numbers
in the cells are small. The results
of this
pilot study
indicate
the need
for a more
in-depth
study
of
genetic
polymorphisms,
environmental
factors,
and brain tumor
risk in larger,
well-designed
case-control
studies.
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